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UNIT 4: GEOGRAPHY 

Destination England 
 

 

New Vocabulary 

gems 
pristine 
drawcard 

Specialised Vocabulary 

spotlight, remains 
crescents 
 

Compounds: 
Hyphenated forms 

far-flung, space-age 
cutting-edge, top-class  
gorse-clad, near-mythical 
1000-year-old 

Closed forms 
woodland 
Suffixed 
-ing: astounding, rolling 

stunning, tempting 
overwhelming 

-able: formidable 

-ic: historic, iconic 

-ive: impressive, evocative 

-less: endless 

 

 

 
Preparing to read: When speaking about a region, what details would 
you insist on? What would be more interesting to you and what 
information would you be more focused on? 
 

Welcome to England, a 1000-year-old nation packed with history and 

right in the spotlight on the world stage today. The English people often 

take their own country for granted, but whether you’re from far-flung 

regions or just exploring your own backyard, a closer look reveals a feast 

of delights to make your head spin – from Hadrian’s Wall in the north to 

Canterbury Cathedral in the south, from high culture in the Tate galleries 

to high energy at Old Trafford, from the ancient megaliths of Stonehenge 

to the space-age domes of the Eden Project. This astounding variety is the 

key to enjoying travel in England. There really is something for everyone, 

whether you’re eight or eighty, visiting for a week or o month, travelling 

solo or in a group, with friends, your kids or your grandma. London –

quite rightly- is a major magnet, while England’s other cities have 

flourished, with stunning new buildings, tempting bars and restaurants, 

and some of the finest museums in the world. After dark, the cutting-edge 

clubs, top-class theatre and formidable live music can’t fail to provide a 

string of nights to remember. And then there’s the great English 

countryside: wild mountains, rolling hills, pristine beaches, rocky 

islands, woodland floors decked with bluebells and gorse-clad moors 

dropping down to the sea. Along with these gems, England’s top 

drawcard is its compact geography. In a country that takes just eight 

hours to travel end to end, you’re never far from the next castle, the next 

national park or the next relaxed lunch in a friendly village pub. The 

choice is endless […] You won’t be disappointed. It may be a small 

nation, but England boasts an astounding collection of historic towns and 

cities, and a vast array of impressive castles and stately homes. Any list 

has to start with London, with towers, palaces, bridges, squares, museums 

and monuments from every period since the Bronze Age. Evocative 

ruins? Don’t miss Warwick Castle. If you like historic buildings with the 

roof on, visit Blenheim Palace, the mother of all stately homes. Visit 

Canterbury or Salisbury, with their simply beautiful cathedrals; 

Winchester, capital of near-mythical King Alfred; or Bath, with superb 

Georgian crescents and Roman remains. Travel even further back in 

time to Stonehenge, the iconic symbol of ancient England, while nearby 

Avebury Stone Circle is still overwhelming after 5000 years. […] 

Wander through gorgeous university towns with evocative architecture, 

such as Oxford or Cambridge. Look out across England’s capital city 

from Tower Bridge, watch the changing of the guards at Buckingham 

Palace, head to York for its spectacular minister or explore the ruins at 

Rievaulx Abbey 

David ELSE et alii, England, Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd, 2005, p. 3-9. 

www.lonelyplanet.com 
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Section I 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 

 I. SUFFIXATION. Use a dictionary and make a list of suffixed adjectives 
finding as many examples as you can for each suffix illustrated in the 
Compounds column near the reading text. Then write a paragraph 
presenting an area / a region from a geographic point of view: (See G: B) 
 

Model: In summer, Barcelona is an amazing place where you can see 

crowds of histrionic characters, colourful clowns, exotic places, sensitive 

people, adorable children and a magnificent sea view.   

 
-ing suffix -able suffix -ic suffix -ive suffix other suffixes 

amazing adorable histrionic sensitive magnificent 
    colourful 

     

     

     

     

     

     
 

 
II. NOMINALISATION, a characteristic feature of formal language, is replaced, whenever 
possible, with verbs in order to avoid wordiness. The table below contains some examples of 
nominalisation. Fill it in with the appropriate verb: 
  

Nominalisation Verb Nominalisation Verb 

make a presentation present suggestion suggest 

take for granted  exploration  

make a discovery   revelation  

make use of  temptation  

make an attempt  provision  

make an agreement  collection  

make a wish  information  

make a speech  expression  

 
 
III. UTILISING KEY VOCABULARY. Complete the following gapped paragraph with the words 
bellow:  a hot bed of , top,  lifetime, plenty of , present, big-name, die for, idle. 
 

England’s cities are confident and buzzing with energy, with …………………..attractions to keep you 

enthralled and entertained. Head west to Bristol,…………………..musical innovation with nightlife to 

match, or north to re-born Birmingham for …………………..clubs, groundbreaking arts venues, 

…………………..theatre and classical music. Chill out in Leeds with its sleek entertainment and 

shopping to …………………..– “Knightsbridge of the North” is no …………………..claim. London 

gets top billing under Rich History, but it’s very much a city of the …………………..too- with more 

clubs, pubs, shows and venues than even the Londoners can visit in a ………………….. . 
 

David ELSE et alii, England, Lonely Planet Publications Pty Ltd, 2005, p. 3-9, www.lonelyplanet.com 
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Section II   
LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 

I. QUALIFYING/ DEGREES OF COMPARISON. Read the adjectives in the 
three columns, then find the words they describe in the reading text and 
fill in the table. Make up sentences using different patterns of 
comparison degrees: (See G: IV) 

 

 

Adjectives Head Noun Adjectives Head Noun Adjectives Head Noun 

major  cutting-edge  far-flung  

tempting  top-class  woodland  

high  formidable  historic  

space-age  great  evocative  

stunning  pristine  superb  

ancient  top  spectacular  

finest  rolling  wild  

astounding  compact  small  

closer  rocky  vast  

iconic  gorgeous 
 

 overwhelming  

 

II. QUANTIFYING. The following expressions of quantity are taken from the reading text. Find the 
word they describe and write down the structures. Then fill in the gaps with the quantifiers 5-8 to 
make sense of the gapped paragraph: (See G: II.3) 
1. a string of ; 2. a feast of; 3. a collection of; 4. a vast array of; 5. a number of; 6. a lot of / lots of; 
7. plenty of; 8. a couple of; 
1………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I spent ……………………days in England last summer and I was extremely happy to visit the 

National Gallery with its ………………… important collections. There were exhibited 

………………contemporary paintings, but also ………………Turner’s paintings whose art I deeply 

admired. 
 

III. PHRASES.  Match these make phases with their most appropriate definitions and find 
specific contexts in your field for the topic. Model: make one feel = to trigger emotion 
1. make one’s head spin  a. to pretend 

2. make one’s blood boil b. to close, to prevent passage through an opening 

3. make the door shut   c. to manage so that one's means are sufficient for one's needs. 

4. make one’s heart beat  d. to be stirred up with anger and excitement 

5. make one believe  e. to be responsive to a stimulus 

6. make ends meet  f. having a feeling of being whirled about, feeling dizzy  
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Section III  
TEXT STRUCTURE 

 
 I. MAKING A SPEECH. Match the following items finding words similar 
in meaning and try using the second term while speaking in order to 
make a more convincing discourse:  
 

Model: 1. original   

a. first of its kind 

 
 

1. broke a.it’s been well cared for 12.worthless l.it's full length 

2. contract b.those are guarded secrets 13.I think m.blended colours 

3. the latest thing c.first class 14.painless n.free up my schedule 

4. let me tell you d.have dozens of 15.make some time o.less value 

5. less dangerous e.I apologize 16.cheaper  p.have first hand 

experience 

6. it's in great condition f.agreement 17.beginner's guide q.fine tune 

7. I can't tell you g.safer 18.know all about it r.take my advice 

8. best h.frugal times 19.mixed colours s.I'm a firm believer in 

9. have lots of i.based on my experiences 20.fix  t.pain-free 

10. small piece j.breakthrough idea 21.to the floor v.less expensive 

11. I'm sorry k.bite sized 22.listen to me u.basic steps 
 

Adapted from http://sales.about.com/od/salesbasics/qt/wordsandphrases.htm, accessed on Friday, October 17, 

2008, 12:53. 

 

 
II. Listen to the following tape and, writing down some key words, sum up the main topic of 
the fragment: (See G: XX.B.1) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

III. After having carefully listened to the speaker’s advice try giving some hints of a well-
organised oral presentation. Make a list with ideas and helping words you use while presenting 
something in public. (See G: C) 
 

- 

- 

- 

- 

http://sales.about.com/od/salesbasics/qt/wordsandphrases.htm

